Including propagatlon, transverse effect (diffraction and off-axis emlsslon) andfor other effects as dephasing processes (Doppler effect). . . This semi-classical formalism Is unable to explain how a collectlon of N atoms, initially prepared In the upper level of a two-level transition (superradiant initlale state) , are able:
to start radlating il) to build up an electromagnetic field with a glven phase (this Implies a symmetry breakdown).
Actually, this initial symmetry breakdown is very well undgrstood In the context of the superradiance theory CelCel. This paper will try to explaln thls point, in an original way (to our knowledge), for people who are not familiar with superradlance theory. Thls will be done In three steps:
I) Bloch-Maxwell equations are presented In the full three-dimension space case ( 8 1 ) . By the way, three-dlmenslonal transverse effects are described (32).
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The initial symmetry breakdown is studied for a superradiant emission triggered by a biackbody field. This is done in the three-dimensional space case, conceptually more simple, and less ambiguous than the one-dimensional one. It is shown that biackbody noise can be described by a random boundary field, whose statistical properties are easily determined (33).
iii) Spontaneous emission and biackbody noise are related together by a scaling factor which is determined in a simple case.
Extending the result to more complex situations is stralghtforward. The spontaneous emission versus blackbody scaling factor depends on the field operator ( a and a+) order. Two Independent sets of boundary conditions, corresponding respectively to normal and antinormal ordered operators, are thus able to describe spontaneous emission noise. As the superradiant emitted field is macroscopic, it does not depend on the field operator order, and these two sets of boundary conditions are strictly equivalent (34) .
The last section of this paper ( 3 5 ) describes briefly how to deal with dephasing processes as Doppler effects. Connection between superradiance and amplified spontaneous emission is made.
1. The Bloch-Maxwell eauations for su~erradiance Fig. 1 in the whole paper, we will consider an ensemble of N two ievel identical atoms. The upper and lower states of each atom are called 1 and 2 (see fig. 1 ) respectively. They are separated by an energy interval nuo (Ao=2nc/u, is the wavelength of the superradlant transition). In the case of superradiance, a total population inversion is initially created between 1 and 2, for example by pumping the atoms from a ground state g to ievel 1. The active medium is supposed to have a pencil shape, whose axis is z, and the forward emitted field is only considered (see fig. 2 The atomic polarisation 9 is related to the off-diagonal components (pFz)i and (p,,) i of the ith atom density matrix pi by: We use here the notations of Esl. 
The first a/azE + term of eq. ( 5 ) describes tho longitudinal amplification of the field. The second one ( l / c 2 ) (alat) 2 * corresponds to the retardation effect. This term can be squeezed by replacing t by t-z/c, and we will forget it in the following. The third term:
is dealing with the finite transverse size of the active medium, i . e . diffraction and off-axis emission. Analysis of these effects will be done in the next section (section 2).
Eqs. ( 6 ) and ( Bloch-Maxwell equations introduced here are semi-classical equations coupling classical quantities, i. e . expectation value of operators, or matrix element of the individual atom density matrix. These equations can also be considered as quantum equations coupling operators. In this latter case, 2 *, .? * and df are operators which do not necessarily commute:
The order of the various factors in operator products a s y + . E + Is essential.
Bloch-Maxwell boundary conditions for superradlance are :
Bioch-Maxwell semi-classical equations are thus unable to explain the initial symmetry breakdown, which makes a non-vanishing emission build up, with a given phase. This initial symmetry breakdown will be studied in sections 3 and 4, either by using quantum Bloch-Maxwell equations (section 4), or by O f introducing in semi-classical equations the ad-hoc boundary value for (t=0) and/or2 * (z=O) (sections 3 and 4).
Combining eqs (61 and (7) :
This conservation law yields to introduce, for the semi-classical description, the angular local variables e(x, y. z, t) and V(x, y, z, t) : fig. 3 ) . and yields to a numerically stable Maxwell's equation which can be discretized easily:
Numerical simulation using this technique implixs big computers, as twodimensional fast Fourler transforms from + to J^ + and from f + to 6 + are necessary for each step in time and in space (3-dimensional space).
A
Note that the transverse Fourier field & + (z=L) describes the farfield-emitted field, and is physically much more interesting than the local fleldsg +(z) .
Once discretization is performed, the initial boundary values at z=0
and t=O must be determined. This will be discussed in the following sections (93 and 4 ) . Bioch-Maxwell equations are intrinsically rather stable and numerical simulation generally does not cause trouble except In computlng time.
Let us now discuss briefly about superradiance transverse effects (diffraction and off-axis emission), and how they are related to the transverse size of the atomic sample C~3 3 .
Qualitative analysis of these effects is made on figures 4 and 5. The initial atomic inversion density is supposed to have a transverese Gaussian profiie:
which corresponds to the profile of. the pump laser used to prepare the atoms in the initial level 1 (see fig. 1 ) .
For this qualitative analysis, we have considered that the superradiant emission is triggered by a small homogeneous atomic polarization with the following boundary conditions: Off-axis emlssion, which becomes important for iarge F Fresnel's numbers, Is due to the boundary condition transverse symmetry breakdown. This is related to the blackbody, and/or spontaneous emission fluctuations, which will be studied in the next two sections (3 and 4).
Blackbodv fluctuation and su~erradiance triaaerinq
In order to understand tho initial superradiant emission build-up, we will consider first the case of an atomic system coupled to blackbody field whose effect is much larger than spontaneous emission. This happens when the temperature T is iarge enough so that:
Spontaneous emission can thus be neglected and superradiance is simply due to the incoming blackbody field. It is then possible to deal with superradiance triggering, in the semi-classical model, by considering the effect of a non-vanishing blackbody random field:
Due to the four-dimensional numerical grid, the blackbody field + (1=0) must be averaged both in space: on the tx,x+bx_l and ty,y+Ayl intervals, and in time: on the Ct,t+Atl Interval. Let us c a l l s + the result of this field average. This three-dimensional average must be calculated for each step corresponding to the boundary condition (eq. 23), i. e. for z=O and x,y,t#O.
As the thermal field is random with a non-vanishing correlation where n,+, is the Boltzmann's factor :
In the next section, we will see, on an example, that spontaneous emission and blackbody field act very similarly on the initially inverted atom, and we will determine the relative weight of the spontaneous emission, and blackbody noise. where G1 and Gz are Bloch-Maxwell's Green functions associated to the boundary condition + ( z =~, t ) = 6(t, t') andy'tz, t=0) = 6(z, z') .
The normal order expected emitted intensity < IN ? is then :
Equ,ation (33) means that < IN ? is only sensitive to the incoming boundary field & +( t, z=O) C re]. Expansion of < & t 5 -(tO, z=0) ? using eq. (28) shows that the initial z=O noise intensity is proportional to aka;; i. e. ny+l. The ny factor can be attributed to the blackbody field noise and the unity factor to spontaneous emission noise. Numerical simulations can thus be performed with a z=0 random field given by eqs (24) and (25) Here, to make the study easier, we will consider a very simple, but physically meaningful model.
S i )
The inversion density is supposed to be a known quantity, and iii)
Transverse effects are neglected.
The evolution is then described by the equations:
